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Abstract  

MANET is defined as Mobile ad hoc network MANET 

is a set of mobile nodes which are self-configuring and 

connected by wireless links automatically .MANET 

Network working mechanism is depending on MANET 

Protocols. Each Protocols working mechanism is 

different than others. MANET Routing can be defined 

in various categories like Reactive, Proactive and 

Hybrid. Researchers willgoing to implement MANET 

Protocols AODV and DSR with several performance 

metrics like video, voice, Remote-login, and many 

more. Researchers motive is implementation 

ofjamming attack on different Networks and Recovery 

with PCF (Point coordination Function). So in this 

Review Paper we will discuss the every aspect of 

MANET Network,Jamming attack and PCF Technique. 

Keywords: MANET,PCF,AODV,DSR,REMOTE-

LOGIN. 

1 Introduction  

 Routing is one of the major tasks in every Network 

like IP and MANET. Routing in simple terms, means 

successfully reached the Data packets from source 

node to destination node. Routing mechanism is totally 

depended on Routing Protocol .Routing is the process 

of selecting paths in a network along which to send 

data packets. An ad hoc routing protocol is a 

convention, or standard, that controls how nodes 

decide which way to route packets between computing 

devices in a mobile ad-hoc network. In ad hoc 

networks, nodes do not start out familiar with the 

topology of their networks; instead, they have to 

discover it. The basic idea is that a new node may 

announce its presence  

 

and should listen for announcements broadcast by its 

neighbours. Each node learns about nearby nodes and 

how to reach them, and may announce that it can reach 

them too. The routing process usually directs 

forwarding on the basis of routing tables which 

maintain  record of the routes to various network 

destinations. In brief routing is that process which is 

mainly categorized into three stages like Route 

discovery ,Route Reply, then maintains of that 

particular connection. In Route Discovery source node 

search the destination nodes so that source nodes send 

the particular data to Destination  node after that 

Destination node is  find out ,Destination node send 

Reply to Source node. After that data would be 

transferred .if any error occurred between them  then 

again Route discovery and Route Reply will be started 

 .

 

 Figure 1.1 MANET Network 

2. Routing Protocols  

Classification of Routing Protocols MANET routing 

protocol working mechanism is based on its 

algorithm.In MANET, it has various types of routing 

protocols each of them is applied according to the 

Network circumstances.        
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  Figure 1.2  Routing Protocols  

 

 

2.1 Reactive Routing Protocol 

Reactive routing protocol is also called on demand 

routing protocol. In Reactive routing protocol, route is 

determined whenever it is demanded, Nodes starts 

route detection on demand basis.Reactive routing is 

also called on-demand routing protocol till it does not 

maintain routing information or routing activity at the 

Network Nodes if there is no communication. In 

Reactive routing protocol If a Nodes require to send a 

packet to another Nodes then this protocol searches for 

the route in an on demand manner and therefore it 

establishes the connection in order to receive and 

transmit the packet. The route detection take place by 

flooding the route request packets throughout the 

Network. Examples of reactive routing protocols are 

the Ad-hoc On-demand Distance Vector routing 

(AODV), Location Aided Routing (LAR) and 

Dynamic Source Routing (DSR). Temporally-Ordered 

Routing Algorithm (TORA). 

  

2.2 Proactive Routing Protocol 

 Proactive routing protocols responsible and maintain 

routes to all destinations, whether these routes are 

require or not. Whenever the Network topology 

converts it leads the changes in routing tables and 

updated periodically. In order to maintain exact route 

data, A Node has to periodically send control 

messages. Resultant, proactive routing protocols might 

waste bandwidth till control messages are sent out 

unnecessarily if when there is no data congestion. The 

merit of this type of protocols is that hosts can quickly 

obtain route information and quickly formed a session. 

some familiar proactive routing protocols such as 

DSDV, OLSR. 

 

2.3 Hybrid Routing Protocols 

 

Hybrid Routing Protocols attached the merits of 

proactive and reactive routing protocols. The logic of 

hybrid protocols is using both proactive and reactive 

approaches, each one but with different objective. The 

Network is splitting into smaller groups (or 

clusters).Then, a proactive paradigm is used to 

assemble information about nodes within the cluster, 

while a reactive paradigm is used for communications 

with nodes in distant clusters. Sending a packet within 

a cluster often act fast, and exchanged routing data is 

still rather small. Sending a packet out of a cluster will 

might take longer, but it should not happen as often, 

and the prohibitive bandwidth overflow is avoided. 

The other way is a much More complicated design and 

implementation of such a protocol. The complicated 

part is identifying how the clusters are made and 

handle the changes in the topology. The Zone Routing 

Protocol (ZRP) and the Hazy Sighted Link State 

(HSLS) protocol are two good examples in this 

category. 

 

 3 Literature Survey 

 Sharma and Singh (2011) OLSR outperforms the 

other protocols. This is because OLSR is a 

proactive protocol and it pre determines the route 

in well-defined manner. It uses destination 

sequence numbers to ensure loop freedom at all 

times and it offers quick convergence when the 

Network topology changes. The residual battery 

capacities of OLSR for all the Duracell models 

were maximum and same whereas for Panasonic 

model was low as compare for AODV. 

 

 Singhand Singh (2012) In this research paper, an 

effort has been made to concentrate on the study 

of routing protocols OSPF, DSR, AODV, TORA, 

OLSR and DSDV on the basis of quantitative and 

qualitative metrics and also concentrate on 

common issues of MANET. Based on the 

Simulation analysis, Authors   used DSR, AODV, 

TORAand concluded that for 150 nodes TORA 

create less Network load and throughput was high 

for AODV. 

 

 Kaur and Singh (2012) In this paper, performance 

of three routing protocols namely OLSR, GRP and 

TORA was analyzed .OLSR performs best in 

terms of load and throughput.GRP performs best 

in terms of delay and routing overhead. TORA 

was the worst choice when Authors considered 

any of the four performance parameters. In 

summary, Authors  said that OLSR best as 
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compared to GRP and TORA in all traffic 

volumes since it had maximum throughput. 

 

 Parvathavarthini and Dhenakaran.S (2013) 

Authors  seen a great development in the field of 

wireless Networks (infrastructure based) and in 

the field of Mobile ad hoc Network (infrastructure 

less Network).In this paper a number of routing 

protocols for MANET, are taken which are 

broadly categorized as proactive and reactive and 

Hybrid protocols. The effort had been made on the 

comparative study of Reactive, Proactive and 

Hybrid routing protocols had been presented in the 

form of table. There were various shortcomings in 

different routing protocols and it was difficult to 

choose routing protocol for different situations as 

there was trade-off between various protocols. 

There were various challenges that need to be met, 

so these Networks are going to have widespread 

use in the future.   

 Hinds et al (2013) A common theme across many 

of the papers we have reviewed is the exclusive 

usage of random waypoint mobility model for 

simulations despite several researchers identifying 

limitations with this approach to testing. The 

collections of metrics from simulations is another 

area which was highlighted in several of the 

reviewed papers, researchers focus upon very 

specific metric collection but exclude collection of 

core metrics  

 

 Harmanpreetkaur, Er. JaswinderSingh  October 

2012.In this paper, performance of three routing 

protocols namely OLSR, GRP and TORA was 

analyzed .OLSR performs best in terms of load 

and throughput.GRP performs best in terms of 

delay and routing overhead. TORA is the worst 

choice when we consider any of the four 

performance parameters. In summary, we can say 

that OLSR is best as compared to GRP and TORA 

in all traffic volumes since it has maximum 

throughput. 

 

 Sajjad Ali, Asad Ali”2009 .Authors presented the 

simulation research of their research having three 

routing protocols AODV, DSR and OLSR 

generated over MANET using FTP traffic 

determine its behaviour in order to three metrics, 

delay, network load and throughput.  They 

Analyzing routing protocols represented that the 

OLSR is good in MANET as per simulation 

results but it is not essential that OLSR operate 

usually good in whole networks, its behavior 

might differ by changing the network.  

 KuldeepVats , March 2012 As per simulation 

,GRP protocol represented good behaviour in the 

form of delay, total traffic sent and received, 

routing traffic sent and received in packet and bit 

form, packet copy, packet destroyed, packet 

created. It holds the exact result that’s good for 

another networking application. As per simulation, 

it delivered the channel network in whole world in 

great manner and gives the located platform based 

security as security is the main issue for any ad-

hoc network.  

 

4 Jamming Attack 

A jammer continuously emits a radio signal that 

represents random bits. The signal generator does not 

follow any MAC protocol. If the signal transmitted is 

strong enough to be sensed by a sender, it will always 

sense the medium as busy. It is considered to be the 

most effective jammer because it usually drops the 

throughput to zero for a long period of time until it runs 

out of energy. It is also considered non-energy efficient. 

In this purposed work jamming attack will be 

implemented on network to get the malicious node for 

research purpose. 

 

5 Point Coordination Function  

Distributed coordination function (DCF) and Point 

coordination function (PCF) are the two different 

media access control (MAC) mechanisms which are 

specified by the IEEE 802.11standard. DCF is the 

basic MAC mechanism whereas PCF is built on top of 

DCF and provides contention-free media access. PCF 

can achieve higher throughput than the contention 

based DCF due to the nature of contention-free, and 

PCF provide guaranteed service which is important for 

real-time applications and PCF could also be used for 

non-real-time services which will be an attractive 

option for future wireless networks. PCF provided a 

good functionality to improve deficiency caused by the 

Jammers. The proposed method applied for preventing 

and mitigating jamming attacks is implemented at the 

MAC layer that consist combination of different 

coordination mechanisms. Distributed Coordination 

Function (DCF)  is completely distributed and the 

Point Coordination Function (PCF) has a centralized 

access protocol. The PCF requires a central decision 

maker such as a base station while DCF uses a carrier 

sense multiple access/collision avoidance protocol 

(CSMA/CA) for resolving channel contention among 

multiple wireless hosts. The malicious or selfish nodes 

are not forced to follow the normal operational 
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functions of the protocols. The method implemented in 

this research study is PCF since in the link layer; a 

selfish or malicious node could interrupt either 

contention-based MAC protocols. 

 
              Figure 5.1: Point Coordination Function. 

 

6. Conclusion  

This Review paper deals with all the aspects of Routing 

Protocols such as AODV and DSR. In this paper 

Researchers haveanalyse different type of MANET 

Routing Protocols and also They go through  with the 

effect of jamming attack on MANET network and after 

that discuss the Point Coordination Function with the 

help of this Function effect of the jamming attack can be 

controlled for future references Author’s  will create 

different networks with  and without jamming attack 

and finally will show how Point Coordination Function  

overcome the effect of jamming attack For this 

Research work Authors  will use OPNET tool. 
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